Qualitative comparative analysis is an established research method that has been underutilized in water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) research. It has immense potential for addressing the complexity inherent to WASH projects, and can produce robust and transparent results from intermediate or large numbers of cases. The method enables researchers and practitioners to blend quantitative and qualitative metrics to build more nuanced contextual knowledge, and is able to detect combinations of causal conditions that lead to outcomes of interest. This means that the method is uniquely positioned for building empirically founded theories of change that reflect contextual complexity. In this review paper we use hypothetical data and a review of the existing literature to showcase where and how the method can be productively applied in WASH research and practice.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen the water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) community increase its focus on evidence-based approaches, monitoring, and evaluation. This move is intended to improve accountability and results for both donors and the communities where projects take place.
In part, this trend towards measurement is a reaction to the most fundamental and important questions for global development: why is it that some projects succeed while others fail? And what, exactly, do we mean by success and failure in WASH projects? While occasionally there may be simple answers to these questions, more often the answers themselves are complex systems of dynamic, contextual factors and decoupled impacts (Meyer & Rowan ). While a relatively new research method (Ragin ) which was originally used in the areas of comparative politics and historical sociology, over recent decades it has made significant inroads to a wide range of research communities, including economics, management and engineering. QCA allows us to rigorously analyze different types, quantities, and combinations of qualitative and quantitative data; thus we suggest it is an important addition to the WASH toolkit.
QCA is founded in set theory. The simplest set relation is a subset -for example, water projects are a subset of WASH projects. This type of set relation defines both water projects (as one kind of a WASH project) and also defines WASH projects (as including, among other things, water projects).
While definitional sets can be trivial, more interesting set relations emerge when researchers seek causal relationships between various phenomena; the causality claim, of course, is founded on theory and sector knowledge. For example, and as discussed below, there are both sustainable and unsustainable school sanitation projects, and we suspect there are reasons why projects turn out to belong to one or the other of these subsets of school sanitation projects.
Causal conditions are the reasons that the researcher believes may influence the outcome of interest. While these are similar to independent variables in a statistical analysis, they do not take on many of the assumptions of variables in a statistical analysis. As we discuss below, set relationships are importantly different than correlational relationships, in part because of the underlying assumptions about the symmetry of theorized relationships between causes and outcomes (see Table 4 and the related discussion for an example of this difference). The thought structure of this paragraph parallels that of the first chapters of Ragin's () book. The reader is referred to that book for more details on the fundamentals of set theoretic thought, which are not limited to the introductory examples provided here. Given the difference and utility of the QCA research method, this paper is a methodological contribution intended to describe how QCA may be useful to the WASH community.
QCA FOR WASH
In recent years a handful of researchers have begun to apply QCA to WASH research, which we define as research interested in drinking water supply, sanitation and hygiene for developing nations, communities, and households worldwide. While limited in number, the existing studies showcase the wide variety of applications in which QCA can be valuable. To identify the examples referenced here (which necessarily represent a subset of those examples present in the literature), we searched the literature for 'QCA' in combination with either 'WASH,' 'water,' 'sanitation,' or 'hygiene.' We included papers that considered WASH projects as some cases in a larger dataset. These searches were carried out on article databases including Academic Search Complete, Engineering Village, Web of Science, the Environmental Science Collection, SCOPUS, and WorldCat. We also reviewed the first 100 results for each search on the GoogleScholar search engine. A limitation of this approach is that most non-academic publications are not archived in these databases. As such, for each combination of search terms we also reviewed the first 100 results returned from standard Google searches, as well as use csQCA to analyze schools with and without wellmaintained toilets. In a slightly more complex variant, multiple value QCA (mvQCA) permits the inclusion of non-dichotomous measurements which can take on multiple values. mvQCA is best suited for studies in which the variables can be summarized into a small number of discrete options (Gross & Garvin ) . For example, in a study attempting to understand the effect of water supply operators, we might wish to consider three variants: (1) community-managed supply, (2) private operator, and (3) public operator. An mvQCA study can also include variables that are dichotomized. 
THE QCA PROCESS Defining outcomes and conditions
For all three variants of QCA, the first step is to define the However, one of QCA's strengths is the ability to build theory from the analysis. Thus, some of the conditions may be selected for inductive reasons, meaning additional conditions may emerge during the data collection. Indeed, it is likely that a large number of conditions will be identified (Amenta & Poulsen ) . However, each new condition adds complexity to the logic space (the space defined by all of the possible value-combinations of the conditions (Ragin )), so it is practically important to limit the number of conditions. 
Data collection
Data must be collected for each condition in each case. Generally, data will be collected on more conditions than are actually used in the analysis, given the iterative nature of the QCA process. Both qualitative and quantitative data can be used in the analysis, but the researcher must have sufficient knowledge of each case to make determinations about the variable calibration described below.
Variable calibration
Once the cases, outcomes, and preliminary conditions have For any of these methods of calibration, a clear calibration protocol and inter-calibrator reliability checks are needed to support the validity of the findings. Through this process, it is likely that the calibration methods will be iteratively improved to ensure that real differences between cases are captured accurately.
Constructing and analyzing the truth table
The calibrated data are used to populate a truth 
Necessity and sufficiency of individual conditions
In QCA, sufficiency is a measure of the degree to which an individual causal condition is a subset of the outcome (see find that both trouble-free production and high demand are necessary for sustainable colloidal silver filter businesses in Nepal.
Mathematically, necessity and sufficiency may be represented by Equations (1) and (2) respectively, where X i and Y i represent single conditions. Typically, researchers require a necessity score of at least 0.9 to call a condition necessary for the outcome of interest, and a sufficiency score of at least 0.8 to call a condition sufficient for the outcome of interest.
The analysis of combinations of conditions, a key strength of QCA, is discussed below.
Pathway analysis of combinations of conditions
The truth table is analyzed using Boolean algebra (for csQCA and mvQCA studies) and fuzzy logic (for fsQCA studies Two metrics are employed to assess QCA pathway outputs: consistency and coverage. Consistency is a measure of the degree to which cases sharing the same combination of conditions have the same outcome. In other words, consistency is a measure of the extent to which the observed cases align with each other. High consistency means a given pathway almost always leads to a certain outcome, while low consistency means a given pathway only sometimes leads to the outcome of interest. Necessity and consistency use the same equation (Equation (1)) but consistency describes a particular combination of conditions rather than considering individual conditions. As such, to measure consistency using Equation (1) In contrast, coverage is a measure of how much a particular pathway accounts for the instance of the outcome, giving a measure of the importance of that pathway. Sufficiency and coverage use the same equation (Equation (2)) but coverage describes a particular combination of conditions rather than considering individual conditions. As such, to measure coverage using Equation (2) Table 1 we might not expect to see cases of Sustained Water Services with the absence of both Community Participation and a Municipal
Utility, but we probably would suspect that there are unobserved cases with the presence of both of these conditions.
To validate this intuition, published literature from academic journals or practice can be used. Alternatively, more research would be needed to seek out additional cases and better populate the logic space. Note that it is also recommended to perform an analysis of which conditions lead to the lack of attainment of an outcome. Because QCA accounts for configurational complexity and asymmetrical relationships (which are discussed in more detail below), this will not necessarily be the negation of the conditions that led to the outcome. More troublingly, and related to Braumoeller's critique, they also claim that QCA suffers from confirmation bias. would also be possible to find an asymmetric relationship between these variables, as shown in the lower portion of Table 4 we might add another causal condition such as the presence of a municipal utility (as we did earlier in Table 1 ). This resolves the excerpted hypothetical data in Table 4 showing that to achieve Sustained Water Services a community requires some combination of Community Participation, a 
